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RESEARCHING THE FILM AUDIENCE:

PURPOSES, PROCEDURES, AND PROBLEMS

In a recent paper Becker suggested that "The influence on

film [scholarshiA. . . are more from humanities scholars an

social Scientists. More than anything else," he continued "the

history that has shaped our fiim research i the h.istory qtf literary

theory and research and, to a lesser extent, art theory.' Guback

directly chalienged us to ponder the important question 0/f whether

we were looking at the right things in film. 2. Becker's assessment

is readily verifiable py even the most cursory review of the film

literature. Ana, in tandem with Guback's query, the issue of what

other methods and approaches might be meaningfully employed and

brought to bear on the subject of film is raised. In an ear].ier

paper I maintained that although the film medium has attracted

It considerable research attention from historians,0 aestheticians,

and students of law and technologe, little in the way of systematic,

valid, reliable, and theoretically-grounded research has focused

op the recipients, or consumers, of theatrically exh'ibited motion

pictures.3 It is my purpose in.this paper ta-address such issues

as: what is film audience r'esearch, why do such research, and

how might film audience research be conducted?

Research on moviegoers largely directs attention away from

such questions as what's on the screen, how can what's on the

screen best be explained, and how does what's on the screen get

to the,screen (i.e., economic, institutional, systemic, and
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industrial processes)? Film audience research does not - or at

least ought not - negate the value of such que4tions or their

answers. Instead, audience research helps to provide closure

insofar as it forms an important and integral part of the movie

phenomenon gestalt.4 In fact, audience research can be viewed as

the>complement to institutional research and a means to verify

scholrship on the meanings 4ilm images have to viewers. Also,

appropriately conducted, audience research offers the advantage

of avoiding possibly idiosyncratic explanations of screen images

by individuals with Specialized knowledge in favor of a more

pdpular or broad-based and audience-centered response. And,

although it might be argued that such idiosyncratic explanations

are the "right" ones or the "bestl; ones (or select any other value-

laden modifier), film is a mass medium and hence understanding the.

popular response - however erroneouf or misguided - by definition,

serves an important purpose. As for the institutional approach,

if we accent Guback's definition of it ai providing an analysis

of "the ec8rnomicand industrial structures and arrangements

involved cinema,-and the means by which entertainment and

.infOrMb.tion.oare processedL*id allocated as commodities," we can

see how audience research dovetails with institutional research.

Audience studies focus on the recipients amd the consumption

process- of such entertainment and information'. The cOnsumption

process - in the broadest sense of the term - can be seen as an

important and necessary correlate to the organizational'aspects

of-movies; afterall, motion pictures are not made for no one. Thus,

for instance, audience research might offer answers'to the question:

wha.t is the viewer"response to institutional strategies, policies,

4
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and methodologies? Further, it can be seen that the institutional

and auaience approaches are not mutually exclusive but instead

form opposite - but not opposing -Toles of the same continuum.

Thus, while at present Perhaps these two approaches are studied

separately, future endeavor in film scholarship should be directed

ate synthesis or integration of the institutional and recipient/

consumptional literature.

Research on moviegoers directs our attention toward such

questions as how do audiences respond to what's on the screen, and

why do they respond.in the ways they do? More importantly though,

research on moviegoers also asks us to do more than make ex post

facto measurements of reaction; it necessitates and indeed demands

a proactive posture. I view this as a - if not the - key purpose

of such research. Film audience research raises questions con-

cerning the decision and motivation processes humans use before

they set foot in the movie theater, before they decide which movie

they will go to, and, further, before they even elect movies as an

activity to engage in. Thus a primary question that audience

research must ask is what is it that moves individuals to alter

their pr6sent, nonmovie-oriented behavior in such a way that movies

become their behavior?- What specific kinds of conditions and

circumstances bring, or'encourage, people to initially become

motivated to go to the movies and, subsequently, to go about their

specific movie attendance decision process? Answers to these kinds

of questions make possible the formulation of more meaningful

"effects" research and policy research, to cite but.,ttwo examples.

The motivation and decisiT processes, once (but not necessarily,

once and for all) identified and explained, help to construct a

-
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(but not necessarily.the only) context withih which other ,kinds

of film audience and film research may be initiated, interpreted,

and integrated.

The alliteration just presented suggests, I hope, a response

to the what and why questions raised at the end of the first para-

graph of this paper. The alliteration; of course, is designed to

function as a summary tool rather than exhaustive explication.

The alliteration, further suggests a steering clear of "the notion

4of data collection for its own sake"5 and places film audience

research squarely, and appropriately, I think, in what Blumler

has. called the "conciliatory strand" of mass communications

research.
6

Blumler traces this "strand" back to post-war writings

by Merton and offers as a contemporary example Lang's assertion

that "There is no inherent incompatibility between the 'positivism'
1

of administrative communication research and the critical approach

associated with the Frankfurt "schoo1."7

More specifically, film audience research offers relevant

information to scholars concerning humap motivational and cogni-

tive processes as well-as affective and behavioral responses

(i:e,, why people go.to the moyies and how and why they react to

movies in the ways they do). Research on the uses ahd gratifica-
4 4-

tions,,of motion pictures would tap motivational and cognitive

aspects and would provide a context for affective and behavioral

,responses.
8

For example,' research on a particular phenomenon such as

loneliness and that phenomenon's relatio ship to moviegoing

(including reasons for attendance) may fer insights to such

related 'consequences as susceptibility to persuasion. Over two

6



decades ago Olsen Conducted preliminary reseai.ch on the relation-

ship'between sOcial i§alation and movie attendance. 9
Although

his results were later found '-fo',be in error, 10
and in his report

he did not pursue the relationship beyond frequency of attendance,

the idea is compelling. Yet follow-up studies which investigate

such "three-stage" (or more) interactive concepts are not to be

found in the literature. Further, for those who object to the

possibility of theoretical research, such as the uses and gratifica-

tions approach, being applied to such meretricious endeavors as

market research and discovering ways of selling peop.le something,

there is a corollary. The findings of numerous studies 1 support

the concept of a discriminating contemporary film audience: for

most people, moviegoing is a dire.s4tionally'specific activity;

people go to a movie, not the movies. Therefore, 'while the uses

and gratifications approach to mass communications may be applicable

as'a strategy for examining, understanding,Wand explaining movie

attendance as a general activity,, it is a less appropriate approach

whenapplied to a specific movie attendance decision. For most

people, most of the time, theories'of Motivation for going to the

movies would be too parsimonious to be meaningful; market researchers

would be more interested, instead, in the decision factors, or

salient variables, which motivate 'going to SNITovie wh1ch presumes

that the initial motivation for electing movies as an activity

_t9 engage in has already occurPed.

Audience research Can also be meaningfully employed for po4cy

issues'at the formulation, implemebtation, and evaluation stages.

Policy decisions and pOlicy makingoibat are directed at mass com-
%

munications audiences need to be developed and eNialuated in terms
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of their behagioral_implicatiogs.
Such research providei under-

'standing and insight into the full range of effects, both

intentional and unintentiona1,1 that such policies have.

For example, a recent report analyzed and evaluated the

Motion Picture Association of America's (MPAA) film classification
.policy. 12
Using the results from more than 20 social science

studies, the report investigated the degree to which this self:

regulatory policy has met its purpose, achieved its goal, and

whether or not the policy's method for implementation was appropriate

or counterproductive. By drawing together the diverse studies and

their resToas and focusing them on these three key aspects of the

policy, the report found that the tPAA's purpose fbr establishing

its policy had not been fulfilled: film ratings carry little

informational value and thus parents cannot be expected to use

them as a guide for their children's mcMegoing (the self-acknow-

ledged purpose of the policy). Moreover, the literature suggested

that parents did not hold the ratings in high regard. The goal

qf the MPAA policy is to protect certain age groups from exposure

to certain kinds of film content. The research literature showed

that if an under 17-year-old wants to see an R-rated movie

unaccompanied by an adult, s/he has at least a fifty percent

chance of being admitted and it was concluded that the policy is

meaningful and effective only to the extent that it is enforced.

The third aspect that was investigated concerned the appropriateness

of the method for implementing the policy: age-group attendance

1restrictions by classifying films, according to their content, into

age-ispecific attendance categories. On this point the literrsture

revealed that the method for implementation was appropriate insofar
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as film classification did not produce a boomerang effect (i.e.,

age attendance restrictions fostering a desire for restricted
4

films among those individuals the policy wishes to protect from,

exposure). The report went on to suggest methods for remedying

thp, problems identified. Further, international aspeCIs of

relevance were suggested since many other nations also.iihave film

classification policies quite similar in structure to the U.S.

movie industry's (e.g., Australia, Canada, Germany, Great Britain,

New Zealand).

From these brief examples it can be seen that audience research

does not have to be administrative in the pejorative sense which

that term is often used. That it can or might be used for such

purposes is self=evident and it wotild be foolish to argue other-

wise. Quite obviously most any research on persuasion would very

likely be welcomed,by advertising agencies, among others. The

point is, though, that audience research can take a variety of

postures and be used for myriad reasons.
13

No more than any other

form of research, film audience research is neither neutral nor

exists in a vacuum; and to argue philosophical or ideological

neutrality would be as misguided as accepting as true what Myrdal

caaled 'naive empiricism. 14

How might filth audience research be conducted? Regardless, -

it seems, of the specific research question being addressed, a

variety of approaches and tools need to be brought to bear. The

temptation to become married to either a particular tool or design,

must be resisted since no one methodology is without its limita-

tiqns. As Webb et al. have stated: "the issue is not choosing

among individual methods. Rather it is the necessity for a
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-multiple operationalism, a collection of methods combined to

avoid sharing the same weaknesses."15 .Thus, the posture

multiple operationalism suggests the utility - indeed, the
:necessity - of giving up, one would hope once and for all, 'the :

ted herring that qualitative and quantitative-researdh are inNA-
. 4-

ently at odds and irreconcilable with one another. 16
Itk may,

,
for.instance, be reasonably accurate to characterize qualitative

research as oviding us with a lot about a little while quanti-

tative r arch offers a little about Together t se two

approaches to examining film audiences offer the potential for

understanding the'ridhness and variety of the movie experience.

Each, of course, has its limitations and hence we are broLight full

circle.back to the multiple okerationalism posture. An analogy

illustrating this point concerns criticism of% the effects:model

of mass communicatidns research offered by Howitt. He suggests

four key drawbacks to this model. Howevert he states,.and this

is equally applidable to.any methodology ,for film research,

we can criticize donkeys for not being race horses

too'much. Since no one has yet discovered a way of ,

investigating the totality of the human experience

in one fell swoop, at worst the.effects model [read

quantitative, qualitative, cAtical, etc. methodology]

- can only be blamed for diverting at:tention to questions

that some researchers find relatively uninteresting. 17

//
Traditional quantitative prOdedures as the questionnaire, for

example, offer an approximate, consciously self-reported, measure-

ment to questio.ns rai'Sed by the survey designer about the
-

respondents' past and projected-behaviors and their affective
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andcognitive dispositions concerning various phenomena.- The

laboratory experiment offers clear evidence' for causality but,,

with either its tacit or explicit.endorsement of'the ceteris

paribus assumption is immediately open to criticism for removing

that which is under investigation from the complexity of "real

life."..,The limitations of surveys, experiments, and such are,
4

by now, well-known and usually given at least pasSing acknowledge-

ment in most introductory research methods texts. 18
In the

remainder of this,paPer I would like to focus on issues of

particular 'concern'- but'not necessarily unique - to the film

audience researcher adopting a quantitative approach.

Just the concept of using quantification has, of course been,

vexing since its inception. ,For example, in 1947 Doscher19

.discussed film audience research.from the perspective of a

(marketing research) 'service to the (client) motion picture

industry. With quantificAion and4the use of Various summary

'statistics such as measures of central tendency, she noted that

"the audience is reduced, in its multiple relations with the

total film, to a single statistic." 20 Few would question the

accuracy and seriousness of this drawback. Yet thebest and most

reasonable response to this, it seems to me, is not to summarily

dismiss the entire approach as fraught with irrevocable flaws.

Instead this should encourage researchers to compare the findings

of their quantitative work with the findings of researchers using

alternative methods. Where do similarities in results exist

Where are there differences? What accounts for the difference;

. i.e., are the methodologies the sourcd or is there some other

, explanation which is more plausible? What all thiS suggests is



a bit less methodological partisanship among researchers'and

-more reflection on what the,accUmulated data seem to be "saying."

This, I suppose, again places me in the conciliatory strand

mentioned earlier. It also returns.us to the alliteration,con-

cerning what film audience research is about: providing a context,

within which other forms of film research may be initiated,

interpreted, and integrated. A second point noted by Doscher'is

that "the t'ivestigator may become absorbed in the refinement of
41.

his statistics, and to neglect to question its adequacy for a

total,description of his audience in the communication situation." 21

Here we are reminded of students who approach their research

methoAs instructor and flatly state, "I'd'like to do a Q-study."

And the by now wised-up or jaded academic responding wifh such

deft Zingers as: "Well, that's nice. A 2-study on anything in

particular?" Perhaps, though, this also serves to 'remind us that
V.

the research method or tool ought not determine the research

question.

In an earlier report I argued that film audience researchers

must get out'of the classroom and laboratory and into4the field

sinct the phenomenon Of interest needs to be studied in its

natural environment.22 In addition to reiterating this; let me

conclude by adding three additional points. First, for any film

audience investigation, regardless of methodology', there is a need

for replication. We know that, in the absence of covering laws 23

governing events and human behavior, the chance or atypical

occurrence is inevitable. Thus, the results of any one study may,

in fact, be the chance occurrence.--Gaffney has suggested this

remedy:
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. Insteadlsf.doing dissertations ttlat make "original"

(and in most cases dubiouSLy "original") contribu-

tions to the literature, doctoral candida(es

should be required to replicate significant and

1 _Pivotal experiments. The results would be refined

methodoidgy and a complete understanding of the

phenomenon:in question.24

A corollary to this first point is that mistakes are made by

researcheri and hence reanalysis of original data can serve an

important corrective and "quality control" function.. For example,

in 1977 Bannerman and Lewis25 published the results of their

study on college students' attitude toward movies. They reported

that their sample held a slightly-to-moderately-favorable, attitude

toward motion'pictures. A couple of years ,after their report was

published I replicated it and performed a reanalysis of their

data-.
26

My sample of-college students reported a somewhat unfavor-

'able attitude toward móvis% Moreover, my reanalysis of the

Bannerman 4nd Lewis data, using what I. believe to be a more

refined, precise, and acCurate method., indicated.,that their sample

held at best a neutral-to-slightly-unfavorable attitude toward

films. As t.his example illustrates, the results of empirical -

if not I. - studies must be checked for accuracy and thoroughness

of data analysis and interpreAation. Of course, the task of

replicatian and reanalysis "requires.that interested researchers

be able to obtain information about published studies from the
a

original researchers." 27
Wimmer and Reid studied the willingness

of communications researchers to provide such information. They

found that of the 77 researchers inNtheir sample who responded to
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their request for information (a 66.9% response), 55 "indicated

that the raw data and other information were readily available"4

and 22 "advised that the data requdsted were unavai1ab1e.";J3

The second point is related to the first and concerns the

interpretation of data gathered by a researcher as well as sub-

sequent reference to these data by other writers. The danger is

that.either or both uncritical acceptance and misinterpretation

,of data may lead to "findings" which, for,whatever the revOn,

take on "a life of [their] own that seems to defy attempts to

correct the record." 29
Rice's rep6vt of several researchers'

work to debunk the "myth" of the Hawthorne Effect "contains a

moral of caution for behavioral researchers and those who

uncritically accept their pronouncements." 30 At the very least,

this s,hould cause u to become sensitive to the careful scrutiny

which is demanded by social research.

The final point I would like to make will undoubtably warm

the hearts ofmany - I hre it will also serve to motivate corrective,

action. The issue is that of external (especially population)

validity and it is certainly not unique to film audience research;

in fact, if,anything, it may best typify quantitative social

science research in general. Its relevance.to qualitative res arch,

further, is also clear. As Lowry has stated: "if one of the rflain

purposes of social research is to develop general explanations of

human behavior, then the.question of population validity is always

of some importance in a research study." 31 Despite claims that

since the largest group of filffigoers fall within the high school-

college age bracket, therefore "for film research, the' college

student may be more representative than students used in other

14
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,research, u32-
,research cannot overlook the importance of under-

,
,,,,,,

,standing thehtire pdpulation - in particular the non-moviegoer

and the infrequent moviegoet. Simon has cautioned that "the

most frequent-compromise with randomness in the social sciences'

is the use of college students as the sampled universe when the

researcher would like to study -the universe of people . .
H33

To take but one example, the entire literature on attitudes toward

movies is based solely on high school and college students.34

Obviously this forces a rather severe limitation on what can be

said about people's attitude toward film. Aside from their

special status as students, 35
if we accept the high frequency of

attendance argument then, by definition, we are lefik with even

less to talk about. And,-If, as most would suggest, the link

between attitude and behavior exists (regardless of the causal

direction of reflexivity of the link), it would seem intuitively

reasonable to inquire into the attitude of ,the less freguent

In short, then, audience research uncovers and displays\/---

various aspects of,the cinema experience i'rom the recipients'

perSpective. It seeks to uncover the cognitive apparatus

employed by moviegoers in such situations as the initial motiva-

tional impetus for moviegoing. It uses such cognitive information

as a context for interpreting affective and behavioral responses

to the film experience, including policy evaluation. Audience

research offers a window to what goes on once a film enters the

exhibitibn circuit and is offered to potential recipients for

consumption. As was discussed here, quantitative analyses of

film audiences are not without their limitations. But this does

moviegoer as well.
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not mean that this methodology should be neglected. Instead,

these limit'ations serve as signposts which direct our attention

to the'need for implementation of alternative methods - just as

the limitations of, for instance, nonquantitative methods point
,

totareaz which may be appropriate for imqu.iry using a quantitative

approach.

.4,
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